qualities). On the same basis physical methods are additionally prescribed, such as drycupping of the neck, or massage of the head with warm oils (thereby offering modern "aromatherapy" a much-needed "rationale"). This is indeed a "fine" edition in the scholarly sense, including variant readings, glossaries, ample notes and bibliography, which are matched by the quality of its design and typesetting contributed by members of the Wellcome Institute. An additional index in English might, however, be useful. Yet, a far more serious question is raised by the choice of this particular text to herald the series. Can it really be considered as a "classic"? It has been given a high gloss by its Prepared for the benefit of the non-Arabic reading Muslim and published as a pious Islamic contribution to modern medicine (both translator and publisher disclaim any responsibility for use of the book without professional medical advice), the translation highlights the central position of Ibn Qayyim's contribution to this literature over the past six centuries, and more generally, the important place that continues to be given to the Medicine of the Prophet in the contemporary Islamic world. More's the pity, then, that this He also tried to promote a secret society of "Unknown Philosophers", for which he wrote the statutes, to be found in one of the appendices to the present book.
The thesis of Szydlo's book is that Sendivogius's "central nitre", though it was concealed in his writings, marked a significant rupture with alchemy and Paracelsian iatrochemistry. According to the author, Sendivogius's central nitre (which he has
